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WINSTON WINS IFTD “BEST OF SHOW – Fly Rod Saltwater”  
for its New Boron III-SX Fly Rod Series (4-weight to 12-weight rods) 

 
 
August 21, 2012 – Today we are proud to announce that Winston’s new fast action rod series, the 
Boron III-SX was voted as the Best of Show - Fly Rod in the saltwater category at the recent 2012 IFTD 
Show held in Reno, Nevada.  
 

                 
 
“After two years of design work with our new amazing Boron III material, utilizing entirely new patterns, we are 
very excited about our new Winston Boron III ~ SX fast action rod series.  This is an entirely new, full line 
series, ranging from 4-weight freshwater rods right through to 12-weight saltwater rods. Receiving the IFTD 
Best of Show award in the saltwater fly rod category is a wonderful acknowledgement of the successful 
teamwork that was implemented in this program. We tested the freshwater rods across the country, and the 
bigger rods spent considerable time in a variety of different saltwater locations with us and then and in the 
hands of a select group of highly accomplished outside advisors.  Everyone in the Winston family is very proud 
to have received this award and excited to offer this great rod series to the world of fly fishing.” 
       Annette McLean and the Winston Rod Design Team 
 

 
The new Boron III-SX delivers unprecedented power with unbelievable feel.  Winston’s newest and fastest 
action fly rods will stand up to any challenging fishing situation in freshwater and saltwater. They are 
specifically designed to make it easy for the angler to cast and control in the wind and other challenging 
conditions using a range of fly lines.  Our next generation Boron III technology and dynamic design provides 
added line speed, extraordinary line-lifting capabilities and blends unmatched power and ease in every cast.  
All with the wonderful smooth “feel” you expect from a Winston.  Power and feel…together at last. 
 
For more information, please contact Leslie Clark at winasist@3rivers.net 
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